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ABSTRACT

A theoretical analysis of superheterodyne design principles has been presented with emphasis
on noise figure, selectivity trade-off, spurious response, and image phasing mixers.,

Magnetically tunable filters have been examined on a theoretical and practical basis. Prob-
lems associated with uhf microminiaturization have been discussed.

Examination of varactor tuning techniques and a consideration of large signal effects are
presented.

Distributed and active inductors and their relative advantages and disadvantages are
presented.

Distortion and low-noise performance of FET and switching mixers are presented with com-
parisons of dynamic range.
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PART I

1. PURPOSE

This study has as its objective the exploratory development and design of circuits and tech-
niques that will advance the state-of-the-art in the application of microelectronic principles
to the development of uhf front ends capable of extreme miniaturization while preserving
useful performance characteristics.

2. GENERAL FACTUAL DATA

2.1 Identification of Technical Personnel

The individuals contributing to this contract from 3 June 1969 through 15 September 1969 and
the man-hours worked are as follows:

D. B. HALLOCK - - 75
R. W. HANSON - - 296
S. F. RUSSELL - - 222

2.2 References

1. Taub, J. J., "Design of Minimum Loss Bandpass Filters, " Microwave Journal, pp
67-76, Nov, 1963.

2. Friis, H. T., "Noise Figures of Radio Receivers," IRE-Proceedings, pp 419-422, July
1944.

3. Young, L. and Weller, D. B. , "A 500-to-1000 MHz Magnetically Tunable Bandpass
Filter Using Two YIG-Disk Resonators, " IEEE-Transactions on Microwave Theory and
Techniques, vol MTT-15 no. 2, pp 72-86, Feb 1967.

4. Gundlach, R., "Ferrites' Attraction Is Magnetic and Growing, " Electronics, vol 41, no.
21, pp 104-118, Oct 14 1968.

5. Beam, W. R.,, Electronics of Solids, New York, McGraw-Hill, 1965.

6. Von Aulock, W. H., Handbook of Microwave Ferrite Materials, New York, Academic
Press, 1965.

7. Kittel, C., "On the Theory of Ferromagnetic Resonance Absorption, " Physics Review,
vol 73, p 155, 1948.

8. Fletcher, L. B. and Peter, Dr. R. W. , "YIG Devices, Their Latest Advances, Their
Advantages and Disadvantages in the Design of Sophisticated Microwave Systems,"
Wescon Technical Papers, vol 10, pt 1, Microwaves Communication no. 19.3, 1966.

9. Venator, W., "Charting a Simpler Course to the Design of YIG Filters, " Electronics,
pp 118-126, March 3, 1969.

10. Carter, P. S. , "Magnetically Tunable Microwave Filters Using Single-Crystal Yttrium-
Iron-Garnet Resonators, " IEEE-Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques, vol
MTT-9, pp 252-260, May 1961.
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11. Orth, R. W., "Frequency Selective Limiters and Their Application, " IEEE-Transactions
on Electromagnetic Compatibility, vol EMC-10, no. 2, pp 273-283, June 1968.

12. Anderson, L. K., "Ferrimagnetic Relaxation Measurement and Microwave Circuit Pro-
perties of Ferrite Ellipsoids, " Microwave Lab, Stanford University, M. L. Report 880,
Project 47501, Contract AF 49 (638) 415, February 1962.

13. Tokheim, R. E., Greens, C. K. , Hoover, J. C., and Peter, R. W., "Nonreciprocal
YIG Filters," IEEE-Transactions on Magnetics, vol MAG-3, no. 3, pp 383-392, Sept
1967.

14. Comstock, R. L., "Synthesis of Filter-Limiters Using Ferrimagnetic Resonators,"
IEEE-Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques, vol MTT-12, no. 6, pp 599-
607, Nov 1964.

15. Deutsch, J. and Wieser, B., "Resonance Isolator and Y Circulator with Lumped Ele-
ments at VHF, " IEEE-Transactions on Magnetics, vol MAG-2, no. 3, pp 278-282,
Sept 1966.

16. Van De Vaart, H., "Parametric Amplification of Microwave Magnetoelastic and Magneto-
static Waves in YIG," IEEE-Transactions on Sonics and Ultrasonics, vol SU-13, no. 3,
pp 84-86, Aug 1966.

17. Strickholm, G. , "Designing Varactor-Tuned Circuits," Electronic Industries, pp 72-74,
Aug 1965.

18. Cohn, S. B., "Electronic Tuning of Filters - Basic Limitations," Microwave Journal,
pp 17, 18, Nov 1962.

19. Hecht, S. and Kannischak, G. , "Preferred Circuit Techniques for Varactor-Tuned
Filters, " Technical Report no. RADC-TR-66-708, Rome Air Development Center
Contract AF30 (602) 3583 (AD-80854), Jan 1967.

20. De Cola, R., "Varactor Tuning Applied to AM-FM Receivers, " IEEE-Transactions on
Broadcast and Television Receivers, vol BRT-13, no. 2, pp 82-86, July 1967.

21. Grove, A. S., Deal, B. E. , Snow, E. H. , and Sah, C. T., "Investigation of Thermally
Oxidised Silicon Surfaces Using Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Structures," Solid State
Electronics, vol 8, pp 145-163, 1965.

22. Bronwell, A. B. and Beam, R. E., Theory and Application of Microwaves, New York,
McGraw-Hill, pp 146-211, 1947.

23. Zverev, A. I. and Blinchikoff, H. J., "Realization of a Filter with Helical Components,"
IEEE-Transactions on Component Parts, pp 99-110, Sept 1961.

24. Cohn, S. B. , "Shielded Coupled-Strip Transmission Line," IRE Transactions on Micro-
wave Theory and Techniques, pp 29-38, Oct 1955.

25. Caulton, M. , Hughes, J., and Sobol, H., "Measurements on the Property of Microstrip
Transmission Lines for Microwave Integrated Circuits," RCA Review, pp 377-391,
Sept 1966.
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26. Ho, R. Y. C. and Adams, D. K. , "Have You Tried Active Microwave Filters? " Micro-
waves , pp 44-49, July 1969.

27. Tucker, D. G., "Intermodulation Distortion in Rectifier Modulators," Wireless Engineer,
pp 145-152, June 1954.

28. Belevitch, V., "Linear Theory of Bridge and Ring Modulator Circuits," Electrical
Communication, vol 25, p 62, 1948.

29. Howson, D. P. and Tucker, D. G., "Rectifier Modulators with Frequency Selective
Terminations, " Proceedings of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, vol 107 part B,
pp 261-272, Jan 1960.

30. Vogel, J. S., "Nonlinear Distortion and Mixing Processes in Field-Effect Transistors,"
Proceeding of the IEEE, vol 55, no. 12, pp 2109-2116, Dec 1967.

31. Rothe, H. and Dahlke, W., "Theory of Noisy Fourpoles," Proceedings of the IRE, pp
811-818, June 1956. '

2.3 Formulae

Pertinent formulae are contained within the appropriate detailed factual data sections.

2.4 Illustrations

Pertinent illustrations are contained within the appropriate detailed factual data sections.

2.5 Measurement Procedures

Any unusual measurement procedures are explained in the appropriate detailed factual data
sections.

3. DETAIL FACTUAL DATA

3.1 Theoretical Analysis of Superheterodyne Design

It is the intention of this work to supply some analytical insight into those aspects of super-
heterodyne design which lead to performance trade-offs. Accordingly, during the first period,
the subjects of design optimization and analysis treated in the following sections were studied
and developed. The optimization of receiver noise figure as a function of selectivity is
important because selectivity is generally related to size or volume. The comparison of
frequency schemes is fundamental in the ultimate choice of preselector design and is inti-
mately related to the spurious response analysis. Study of the image phasing mixer was made
to determine fundamental performance limits and to compare the image reduction possible to
that obtainable with conventional filtering.

3.1.1 Noise Figure Versus Selectivity

Consider first the case where a front end consists of a bandpass preselection filter, BPF,
and a mixer. Depending upon the frequency scheme selected, the design of the BPF is
dependent upon rejection of spurious responses and attenuation of undesired large signals
(figure 1-1). When a mixer has been selected and its intrinsic noise figure determined, the
flat loss of the BPF, Lo, is closely approximated by the noise figure, NF^, of the BPF and is
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BPF

I N J

Figure 1-1. Mixer only front end.

NF, = NF - NF .f mix

where NF is the specified noise figure of the overall front end. If the quality factor, Qu, of
the resonators used for the BPF is known, the maximum amount of selectivity at any stop-
band frequency is uniquely determined. From Taub , we have

3 + R,
8.68

where No is the optimum number of resonators and Ry is the required stopband rejection in
db. Once No is known and Qu determined, the selectivity available is maximum at the
required Ry for any filter having monotonically increasing attenuation in the stopband. It
should be remarked that this formula often leads to a large number of resonators that,
although optimum, is inconvenient from a fabrication standpoint.

Now consider the case where the noise figure requirement of the front end cannot be attained
by the mixer-preselector combination with a given selectivity constraint. An additional filter
and rf amplifier is added ahead of the mixer to reduce the overall noise figure as shown in
figure 1-2. The Friis^ equation allows computation of the input noise figures of the compo-
nent parts and is repeated here for convenience:

Fa - 1
F = Fi + — - -!

where all quantities are numerical power ratios and F is the overall input noise factor,
the first stage noise factor, F£ is the second stage noise factor, and G^ is the available
power gain of the first stage.

is

Figure 1-2. Rf stage plus mixer front end.
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Intuitively it is seen that the selectivity of the preselection and interstage filters may be
traded off in some optimum manner to protect the rf and mixer active stages from overload
by strong out-of-band signals. If we constrain the problem to a given number of resonators
distributed in some manner between the preselection and interstage filters, it can be seen
that, for a given level of interfering signal, there exists an optimum distribution. If the
undesired signal level is insufficient to cause overload of the rf stage, then all the resonators
should be used in the interstage to protect the mixer. As the interfering level is increased,
resonators must be added to the preselector and removed from the interstage. This inter-
dependency may be formulated by writing the Friis equation for the complete block diagram;

which may be obtained from repeated application of the original formula. For the preselec-
tion and interstage filters, the available gain is the reciprocal of the noise factor so that

F = F1 + F1(F2-1)+-^ <F 3-1) +
l i * G2 ^2

(FMIX - 1)

and, simplifying

F = F, +
G

Further manipulation yields
FG

+

The variables in this equation are FI and F3 with the remaining factors being fixed by selec-
tion of the rf amplifier and mixer. As a numerical example, consider an overall noise figure
requirement of 9. 7 db (F = 9.32). Assuming a mixer noise figure of 9 db (F^j^ = 7. 94), an
rf amplifier available gain of 10 db (G2 = 10) with a noise figure of 5 db (F2 - 3. 16) gives the
relation between and F3 the form:

11.75

This relation is plotted in figure 1-3 and is the locus of preselection and interstage losses
that yield a constant input noise figure. Since the attenuation at a given bandwidth in the stop
band is a function of a filter's flat loss with other parameters held constant, it can be seen
that a trade-off can be made between the preselector and interstage selectivity while holding
input noise figure constant.

Suppose, for example, that the total number of resonators available is four and the rf ampli-
fier and mixer overload at a 10-millivolt input level. Further suppose, that it is desired to
provide maximum overload protection (narrowest interfering bandwidth) for a 1-volt unde-
sired induced antenna voltage. For some margin, assume that the maximum rf stage gain
is 15 db (10 db was used for worst case noise figure calculations) and that the interfering
signal level at the mixer is to be held 6 db below that at the rf amplifier so that overload is
constrained to occur in the rf amplifier. The foregoing data means that the preselector must
provide 40 db of attenuation and the interstage 21 db of attenuation at some bandwidth while
simultaneously having flat losses which intersect the curve in figure 1-3.
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1 , RESONATORS NF - 5 DB 1, RESONATORS NF - 9 DB
G - 10 DB

3 4 5 6

NF3, INTERSTAGE NOISE FIGURE, DB

Figure 1-3. Interstage vs preselector noise figure for constant
9.7 db input noise figure.

This simultaneous result can be solved graphically with the aid of filter selectivity curves
such as those by Taub. *• The procedure is as follows: Select a trial-normalized bandwidth

Q BW
V = -% - and a certain number of resonators in the preselector and interstage that total to

*o
four. For the trial V find NF^ and NF3, which give absolute filter losses of 40 and 21 db
respectively. Enter these losses on the constant input noise figure curve. Select a new V
and repeat until coincidence is obtained. The dashed lines intersecting the curve in figure
1-3 show the results of the trial and error process for n^ = 2 and n% = 2. In this case, a
simultaneous solution occurs at V = 24.8. The foregoing is repeated for other combinations
of resonators in the preselector and interstage that total to four resonators and the minimum
value of V is found. These are also shown in figure 1-3 with solutions for n^ = 1, n3 = 3
occurring at V = 73 and for n^ = 3, n3 = 1 at 18.5. Clearly, for a 1-volt interfering signal
level the optimum selectivity distribution is that having three resonators in the preselector
and one in the interstage filters.

It is important to note that this optimization of selectivity distribution is done with the nor-
malized frequency variable, V = QuBW/fo. Since V has been minimized, BW is also mini-
mized for any set of Qu and fo. Thus, the procedure is applicable to a front end using any
type of selective element in its filters.

3.1.2 Frequency Scheme Comparisons

The choice of frequency schemes for a 225- to 400-mhz front end may be systematically
examined by grouping the approaches in the following manner (f^f is the intermediate fre-
quency, fsig. the signal frequency, and fjnj the injection frequency to the mixer):

a. Intermediate frequency lower than signal frequency.

1. f. ~ _ L ; f = f ± f.f (difference mixing)f.f ~
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2. f.f K 0. 9 f ; f = f - f.f (difference mixing)

b. Intermediate frequency higher than signal frequency.

+ f . (difference mixing)
1. f... K 10 f . : 1 , = f.

if
SLg

. . . J.. . — JL. fsig mi if f

~ sig

2. f. - w 1.1 f . ; f. . = f.. - f . (sum mixing)
if sig inj if sig v to/

The preceding combinations can be illustrated if a signal frequency of 300 mhz is assumed.
Using the above group notation:

al. f.f = 30 mhz; f. . = 270 or 330 mhz
J

a2. f., = 270 mhz; f. . = 30 mhzif inj

bl. f.f = 3000 mhz; f. . = 3300 or 2700 mhz
J

b2. f., = 330 mhz; f. . = 30 mhzif inj

The relative performance comparisons of the four frequency schemes are presented in table
1-1. The column titled "if filter" indicates the types of filters that are currently most
applicable to each scheme. Ideally, the nose bandwidth of the if filter should be no wider
than the signal bandwidth plus equipment drift and doppler shift allowances. This is at most
a few tens of kilohertz, which is presently obtainable only with crystal filters. The abbre-
viation NBPF indicates a narrow bandpass filter, typically using varactor, YIG, or switched
tuning to cover the uhf band; 1/2-octave BPF means a wide bandpass filter that suppresses
subharmonics of the signal frequency. A fixed 225- to 400-mhz BPF with large attenuation at
200 mhz would satisfy this filtering requirement by suppressing an undesired signal at 200
mhz, which would produce a second harmonic response in the mixer when the desired fre-
quency is 400 mhz.

TABLE 1-1. RELATIVE COMPARISONS OF FREQUENCY SCHEMES,

SCHEME

al

a2

bl

b2

IF FILTER

Crystal

LC, YIG

Cavity, YIG

LC, YIG

RF SELECTIVITY
REQUIREMENTS

NBPF

NBPF

1/2-octave BPF

NBPF

PRIMARY
SPURIOUS
RESPONSES

Image, high
order

Image, high
order

High order

Image, high
order

INTERNALLY
GENERATED
SIGNALS

None

Harmonics of injection

None

Harmonics of injection
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Examination of table 1-1 reveals that only schemes al and bl are free of internally generated
signals (often called tweets). Of these two, al is most commonly employed since it allows
the use of a highly selective if filter at a point in the receiver closest to the antenna; bl,
however, is noteworthy in that a fixed tuned rf filter may be employed and that the image
frequency is so far removed from the signal that it is easily suppressed. The use of a 1/2-
octave BPF means that the first mixer is subject to overload by any large signal within the
uhf band. Another item of some importance is the tuning ratio of the injection signal: for al
with low side injection it is 370/195 or 1.897 (30 mhz if) while for bl it is 3400/3225 = 1.0543.
The advantage of the small tuning ratio is that the injection frequency circuits may easily be
bandpass. This advantage is offset by the difficulty of obtaining a microwave local oscillator
having low noise sidebands; this is difficult even in the uhf range where close attention to low
noise oscillator design principles is required to produce acceptable performance.

3.1.3 Spurious Response Evaluation

It is generally appreciated that any superheterodyne frequency scheme suffers from spurious
responses that cause an if output from the mixer due to an undesired signal not on the
desired (channel) frequency. The four basic frequency conversion schemes have spurious
responses, which are generally predictable by the equation

HfH + LfL = fo

where f is the mixer output frequency and H and L are positive or negative integers associ-
ated with the high- and low-frequency inputs to the mixer. If a frequency, fu , is defined such
that fu will produce an fo output from the mixer, the following equations for each of the fre-
quency conversion schemes apply:

f
High side difference mixer: _o

(schemes al, bl) f 1 - H
j-i

Low side difference mixer: fQ L + H(f
(schemes al, a2) 7- = - .,

f H — T (f /f \h side sum mixer: o _ _ * u L/

(scheme bl) i ~ H - 1

Low side sum mixer: __o _ . _ ' u H*
(scheme b2) f „ ~ L - 1

The nomenclature "low/high side" pertains to the injection frequency as compared to the
signal frequency. Thus, the above equations are normalized with respect to the signal fre-
quency. This type of normalization is generally a more powerful analysis tool than that
usually used in the literature in preparing crossover charts that predict responses occurring
coincident with the desired frequency.

The order of a spurious response is defined as the sum of the absolute values of H and L.
The above equations may be plotted on fo/fx and fu/^x coordinates and are straight lines. The
complexity of such a chart greatly increases as the spurious order increases over 10.
Accordingly, an electronic calculator program and four subroutines have been written to
rapidly solve the above equations on the Hewlett-Packard 9100A programmable calculator.
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These programs and step-by-step procedures are given in the supplementary data section.
The reader familiar with usual spurious response evaluation techniques will find these
enclosed procedures a valuable design aid.

3.1.4 Image Phasing Mixer Analysis

The image phasing mixer has received study during the period since this circuit reduces or
eliminates the image selectivity requirements of the preselector in a tuner. The block dia-
gram in figure 1-4 is that of the conventional mixer where the 90-degree rf phase shift is
obtained with a 90-degree hybrid. The image rejection of this circuit as a function of the
gain and phase stability of the components has been found by the following calculations.

90 DEGREES H Y B R I D

SIGNAL
02

— - uo

e „.
90°

+

L

« n s

e •if

Figure 1-4. Image phasing mixer.

For perfect image rejection, the voltages 692 and 693 due to the image frequency signal input
are exactly equal in magnitude and out of phase by 180 degrees. Let G be a voltage gain ratio
equal to eo2/eo3> which accounts for gain inequalities in all parts of the two paths of signal
flow. Similarly, let 0 be the total phase inaccuracy between the ideally 180 degrees out of
phase 602 and 693. Figure 1-5 shows a phasor diagram illustrating the e^ output of the sum-
mation point due to an image frequency input.

Figure 1-5. Phasor
diagram for image
cancellation.
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From the law of cosines

If

/!iL\ /!2if + 1 2 foa co ,
VW VW " 603

= 1 - 2G cos 0 + G

The desired frequency summation is similarly

2 2 2
eif 602 603

= 1 + 2G cos

The ratio, R, of the if output due to the desired signal frequency to the output due to the
image signal frequency is

R _ 1 + 2G cos <£ + G2 upOejW*

1 - 2G cos ^ + G ~~"~~

This expression is plotted in figure 1-6, where the image rejection is 10 log R and the mixer
gain error is 20 log G.

0.01 0.1
MIXER GAIN ERROR, OB

Figure 1-6. Image rejection for image phasing mixer.
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If it is assumed that the 90-degree if phase shift is accurately adjustable and that the gains of
the mixers are also equalized, then the rejection available is determined by the accuracy of
the uhf 90-degree hybrid coupler. Typical current performance of miniaturized strip line
couplers is G = ±0. 5 db and $> = ±1.5°. Figure 1-6 shows that these data produce a 28.7-db
image rejection. Typical overall image rejection of complete mixers is 20 db. Such coupler
performance is presently being obtained by selection of strip line dielectric thickness to an
accuracy better than that which can be held by the laminate manufacturer. Image rejection
in the area of 60 to 80 db cannot, therefore, be justifiably predicted in the future.

It is instructive to compare the image rejection of the image phasing mixer with that obtain-
able with a single tuned circuit on the basis of equal volume for the 90-percent coupler and
for the tuned circuit. An Anaren Microwave, Inc Model 10260-3 ultraminiature 90-degree
coupler has a volume of 0.172 cu in., excluding connecting tabs, and gives a theoretical
R = 28.7 db. For an Ic tuned circuit, a varactor tuned helical transmission line operated at
400 mhz will be assumed. The transmission line Qu is

= 564.

A GHZ Devices, Inc GC-1715 varactor has a Q of 850 at -4 volts bias at 50 mhz; the equiva-
lent series resistance is 0.247 ohm. If the tuning voltage at 400 mhz is -60 volts, the varac-
tor capacitance is 4 pf, the reactance 100 ohms, and the Q is 100/.247 or 405. The net
resonator Qu is

Qu = J-LX = 235

405 564

With a 30 mhz if and low side injection at 370 mhz, the image is at 340 mhz and the image
bandwidth is

2
- 340 = 130 mhz

The relative attenuation of the single tuned circuit is

~5a= lolog rBW^2
i + IQ

If the tuned circuit is operated at Q = Qu = 235 (infinite noise figure), a = -37.66 db. If a
3-db noise figure is assumed for the circuit, Q = Qu/2 and a= -31.64 db. Thus, for reason-
able losses, the single tuned circuit gives better image rejection (and rejection of other
signals as well) than the image phasing mixer. This comparison is pessimistic for the tuned
circuit approach in that the volume of the extra mixer and 90-degree if phase shifter in the
image phasing mixer has been neglected.

The 20 to 30 db of image rejection over an octave band from the image phasing mixer is not
great enough to satisfy any practical equipment specifications. Therefore, additional fre-
quency selection is necessary. The above calculation, based on a single resonator volume
comparison, is valid in that the supporting circuitry for tuning voltage generation is already
available.
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3.2 Tuning Methods

3.2.1 Magnetically Tunable Filters Employing Ferrite Resonators

The means of obtaining suitable rf selectivity in an electrically tunable microminiature uhf
filter involves the study and selection of electrical tuning methods and resonator types. One
class of resonator type, the solid-state resonator, demonstrates interesting possibilities for
future development. In particular, ferrite resonators employing yttrium-iron-garnet appear
to have greater present and future possibilities for uhf filter applications than other forms of
solid-state resonance phenomena. In spite of the fact that filters employing YIG resonators
are readily available from several manufacturers, the utilization of these methods for mic-
rominiature uhf filtering applications has yet to be accomplished. A study of the literature
on YIG filters has resulted in the following summary on the theory of operation, advantages,
and disadvantages of ferrite resonators.

The term "ferrite resonators" will be used to include all the types of resonators that exhibit
gyromagnetic resonance.

3.2.1.1 Theory of Ferrimagnetic Resonance

It is not the purpose of this report to give a detailed presentation of the theory of ferrimag-
netic resonance. If the reader desires more detail than will now be presented, he is
referred to a cross section of current theory as reported by Young and Weller, 3 Gundlach,^
Beam, 5 and Von Aulock. 6

Gyromagnetic resonance of the uniform mode, also called Kittel^ resonance, is the most
promising resonance phenomenon for application to current and near future uhf preselector
design. This resonance phenomenon is the macroscopic analog of the Larmor precession of
a single magnetic dipole. The frequency of Kittel resonance in a magnetic sample depends
on the physical and magnetic properties of the sample as well as the externally applied mag-
netic field. Several authors^* 8, 9, 10 approach the concept of magnetic resonance by ana-
lyses of gyromagnetic coupling in a single resonator filter and this approach will again be
used to explain basic resonator properties.

A single resonator filter can be constructed as shown in figure 1-7 where gyromagnetic
resonance in the uniform mode occurs when the magnetic sample of volume, Vm, is sub-
jected to rf and dc magnetic fields. Von Aulock^ shows how Larmor precession can be
maintained by^introducing an rf magnetic field, h- eJ^t, perpendicular to the direction of a
dc bias field H^c- The two coupling loops are mutually perpendicular so that the only energy
that can be transferred between R-L and R2 must be transferred by the process of gyromag-
netic resonance. This process can be described as an energy transfer from loop 1 to the
magnetic sample and then from the magnetic sample to loop 2. The method of energy
exchange between the magnetic sample and the loops, the energy losses in this exchange, and
the frequency of energy exchange are the most important aspects of the ferrite resonator
filter.

The method of energy exchange between the ferrite sample and the coupling loops, which are
of practical importance, is the uniform precession mode. Other coupling modes exist, but
for practical uhf filter applications these modes can be considered as spurious resonance
modes that are unwanted.
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Vm

Figure 1-7. Single resonator filter.

These spurious modes occur due to the following processes:

a. Spin-spin intermode coupling.
b. Spin mode - elastic mode coupling.
c. Spin mode - electron exchange interactions.

The explanation of spurious resonance modes in a magnetic sample proceeds from a mixture
of classical and quantum mechanical ideas. Basic ideas involved in examining spurious
modes can be obtained from Beam, 5 Von Aulock, 6 and Orth. H

The frequency of resonance of the uniform procession mode, or Kittel resonance frequency,
for a magnetic, sample depends only on the internal uniform magnetic field H^ and the gyro-
magnetic ratio y In theory, Y is a constant dependent only upon electron charge, electron
mass, and the permeability of free space n0; but in actual practice gyromagnetic ratio Y ,
is represented by the equation:

X/277 = 8/2(2. 8) mhz/oersted

where g is an empirical factor used to describe a particular ferrite material. This factor is
usually referred to as the effective g factor, geff, and its value is provided by the material
manufacturer. The other frequency determining factor, the internal magnetic field Hj,
depends on a very complex combination of sample characteristics that are described by:

a. Bulk magnetization or magnetic moment per unit volume MV, also called the magnetic
polarization vector.

b. Magnetic anisotropy - the effect of sample shape and crystal structure on the internal
magnetic field.

c. The externally applied dc magnetic field H^c and its orientation with respect to the
magnetic sample.

The magnetic moment per unit volume Mv for a magnetic sample is determined by the chemi-
cal and crystallographic properties and is specified by the manufacturer.
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Magnetic anisotropy is probably the single most important property of the magnetic sample
because most of the macroscopic properties of ferrite resonators are controlled by
anisotropies. Beam^ discusses magnetic anisotropy in chapter 9. 1 and the reader is
referred to this source for a good explanation of the phenomenon. For ferrite samples used
in filter designs, shape anisotropy is the single most important influence on the internal
magnetic field.

To determine the effect of crystallographic orientation and anisotropy on the internal magne-
tic field, the concept of a demagnetization tensor is used. This tensor can be used to des-
cribe the internal magnetic field in terms of the applied dc field and the bulk magnetization.
This relationship is given in the equation below:

H. = H , - [N] Mi dc L J v

This equation shows the demagnetization tensor operating only on bulk magnetization. The
equation can be used only if sample shape is known and the orientation of the dc magnetic
field with respect to the sample is also known. This approach used by Von Aulock6 assumes
knowledge of sample shape and dc field orientation; however, the necessary design equations
are greatly simplified by this approach. Von Aulock applies the fundamental equation of
motion for gyromagnetic resonance to the magnetic circuit of figure 1-7 and derives an
expression for Kittel resonance frequency. This equation can be properly applied only when
the sample and magnetic field are properly oriented. The four resonator shapes most com-
monly used are the ellipsoid, needle, sphere, and disk. For design purposes, the dc field
orientation and demagnetization factors can be obtained from Von Aulock, page 12. Gen-
erally, the problems associated with determining resonant frequency are unique to a specific
situation and the designer cannot be too careful when applying general techniques. Finally,
incorporating the knowledge of the equation of motion and the effects of bulk magnetization,
shape anisotropy, gyromagnetic ratio, and external dc magnetic field, the well known equa-
tion for Kittel resonance frequency can be written:

f 2 = y 2 [H, - (N - H )M 1 [H, - (N - N )M' v 7 v 7
, - - , - -o ' |_ dc v z x7 vj [ dc v z x7 v

where Nx, Nv, and Nz are the demagnetization factors along the x, y, and z coordinate axes
respectively. Again, caution must be used when applying this equation because it assumes
the dc magnetic field is parallel to the z-axis. Examples of the resonant frequencies
obtained with sphere and disk samples are summarized below

Sphere: NX = N = N = 1 f o =

Disk: N = N = O N = 1 f = XH , - Mx y z o dc v

These equations do not apply over all operating frequency ranges. The resonance frequency
expression was derived assuming magnetic saturation of the material. The effect of incom-
plete saturation will be discussed under filter losses.

The energy losses that occur in the energy exchange between magnetic sample and coupling
loops cause the unloaded quality factor, Qu, of the ferrite resonator to be finite. The
unloaded Q of the ferrite resonator is described by its material iinewidth AH. The concept
of Iinewidth is deeply embedded in the theory of electronic solids; but simply stated, it is a
measure of energy losses associated with Kittel resonance and is the width, in oersteds,
between the half-power points in an absorption spectrum for a single magnetic resonator.
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Figure 1-8 shows a curve representing the absorption spectrum and the half-power points.
This curve looks very much like the response curve for a single Ic resonator and, in fact,
magnetic linewidth is analogous to the 3-db bandwidth of an Ic resonator. It is possible to
consider losses in the magnetic sample as due to spurious mode coupling, that is, energy
exchange between the uniform mode and all other resonance modes. The energy lost to
spurious modes eventually becomes heat loss in the material. Linewidth cannot be analyzed,
but can be measured and is specified by the material manufacturer. To demonstrate the
magnitude of the problem of linewidth control, the following is a list of the many factors that
affect material linewidth:

a. Sample purity - impurity ions.
b. Sample porosity.
c. Surface roughness.
d. Surrounding media - also referred to as "wall loss", see Young and Weller,3 and

Anderson. 12
e. Anisotropy.
f. Magnetization - Mv.
g. RF field intensity and orientation,
h. Hdc-
i. Sample shape and orientation.
j. Temperature.
k. Gyromagnetic resonance frequency - f0.
1. Spurious mode coupling.

Q 1
UJQ

o<

|Hdcl

Figure 1-8. Linewidth AH.

The relationship between unloaded resonator Q and material linewidth is

H. H , - [N] MQ = i =-dc

The above equation show ŝ  that Qu is zero at H^c = [N] MV. For practical applications, the
internal magnetic field , Hj, must be high enough to keep the material saturated, which
requires the dc magnetic field to be larger than the magnetization, Mv, in the direction of the
applied magnetic field. If the material is not saturated, the coupling between the uniform
mode and other modes is so strong that practically all the energy is lost to spurious mode
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heat dissipation. The net result is that, for reasonable unloaded resonator Q's, the dc mag-
netic field, in oersteds, must be larger than the magnetization, Mv (for an exception to this
refer to Young and

The important aspects of resonant frequency and unloaded Qu for a resonator have been dis-
cussed and now the remaining aspect of filter design, resonator coupling, will complete the
theory of operation. Calculation of general coupling methods can only be accomplished by
solving the field equations associated with the particular physical layout. The most common
configurations have been presented by Venator^ and Carter 10 and these references are
recommended reading for a basic understanding of coupling techniques employed in ferrite
filters. For example, a single resonator filter such as figure 1-7 has the following loaded Q
equation:

The loading due to loop 1 is

V (t)m m

where

V = volume of ferrite resonatorm

o> = yu Mm ' rQ v

L1 = self -inductance of loop 1

Other configurations presented by Venator and Carter are semiloop coupling, sphere-to-
sphere coupling, and transmission line and waveguide coupling.

The theory of ferrite resonators illustrates the important material characteristics to be con-
sidered when specifying ferrite materials. The following is a list of basic magnetic material
properties, which should be specified in a typical resonator design:

a. Saturation magnetization, 47rMs, at 27 °C and at operating temperature.
b. Linewidth, AH in oersteds, at operating frequency and temperature.
c. Effective g-factor, geff.
d. Curie temperature, Tc.
e. Dielectric constant, K at operating frequency and temperature.

The resonator shape is selected and the demagnetization factors computed. With this informa-
tion, the resonator performance can be computed as:

a. Center Frequency

t0=^f- (2.8) [H
- (N - N ) 4 / rM N , - (N - N ) 47rM" v ol ' dc z v s•̂  *.

b. Unloaded Q

... > '»6u (2.8)g,
eff/2
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We now need to look at the advantages and disadvantages of currently attainable resonator
performance.

3.2.1.2 Advantages and Disadvantages

The reason the study has devoted so much effort to the area of ferrite resonators is because
of the apparent good volumetric efficiency of unloaded Q in the ferrite resonator. Tokheiml^
el al has stated that for the same resonator Qu the ferrite resonator is about two orders of
magnitude smaller in size than helical resonators. This is indeed true when one considers
only the volume of the ferrite sample, but, as Tokheim later states, the actual size of a
complete ferrite filter is chiefly determined by the size of the rf coupling and dc magnetic
circuitry needed to give satisfactory tuning. To illustrate the size problem caused by the
need to generate a magnetic field, we can compare the YIG filter with a helical resonator
filter.

From data on currently available YIG tuned devices, it is conceivable that a 3-pole YIG filter
could be constructed in a volume of 7.22 cu in, which would include magnetic tuning circuits.
Using the data reported by Young and We Her, 3 the unloaded Q of a YIG resonator at 500
mhz employing pure YIG spheres at an elevated temperature of 270 °C would be approximately
Qu = 360 (AH = 1/2 oe). The use of a pure YIG sphere at room temperature would have
extremely high losses. The use of a disk resonator of pure YIG at 500 mhz and room tem-
perature would result in an unloaded Q of Qu = 223. A gallium doped YIG disk at 500 mhz
and an elevated temperature of 100 °C would provide an unloaded Q of Qu = 393. Comparing
these unloaded Q's to that obtainable with a 3-pole filter constructed using helical resona-
tors, the unloaded Q for each resonator would be Qu = 1540 for the same filter volume.
The results summarized in table 1-2 show that the helical resonator is superior to the YIG
resonator when considering volumetric efficiency of unloaded Q at 500 mhz.

TABLE 1-2. UNLOADED Q COMPARISON OF EQUAL VOLUME
RESONATORS AT 500 MHZ.

Resonator type

Pure-YIG sphere at 270 °C

Pure-YIG disk at 27 °C

Gallium doped YIG at 100 °C

Helical resonator

Qu

360

223

393

1540

Many authors choose to neglect the problem of dc field generation when discussing YIG
resonator performance, and, consequently, the literature is deficient in the treatment of
field generation methods. Fletcher and PeterS discuss magnetic structures most commonly
used to magnetically bias and tune YIG resonators. They present simple, permanent-
magnet, and self-shielded electromagnetic circuits and the reader is referred to their report.
One possibility that should be investigated is the permanent-magnet, electromagnet circuit
shown in figure 1-9.
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P E R M A N E N T MAGNET Y I G F I U T E R

T U N I N G
VOLTAGE

Figure 1-9. Proposed electromagnetic tuning circuit.

In a 225- to 400-mhz filter design, the permanent magnet would supply a dc bias field of 115
oe (theoretical for a sphere), which would tune the filter to a midband frequency of approxi-
mately 320 mhz. The dc tuning voltage Vdc now supplies current to the electric field coils
that produce a dc field change of ±35 oe, which roughly corresponds to a tuning range of 225
to 400 mhz. The advantage of the permanent dc field is to minimize the necessary tuning
power. When advances in technology permit the generation of adequate tuning fields for YIG
resonators in a volume smaller than the volume needed for an equivalent helical resonator,
then the YIG filter will rival the helical resonator filter in uhf applications. The helical
resonator is used as a comparison because it has the best volumetric efficiency of any known
Ic resonators in the uhf frequency range.

The magnetically tuned ferrite resonator can be designed to yield good tuning linearity.
Presently available YIG devices have a linearity of ±0.1 to ±0.2 percent over an octave
bandwidth. The fact that ferrite sample losses are constant with frequency means that
resonator unloaded Q is proportional to frequency. This characteristic coupled with linear
tuning facilitates the design of tunable YIG filters capable of being linearly tuned over an
octave bandwidth with a constant bandwidth. The tuning rate of a YIG filter is not as fast as
that of the varactor tuned filter, but considering the low Qu currently limiting varactor tuned
helical resonator filters, the unloaded Q/tuning rate trade-off favors the YIG filter.
Fletcher and PeterS state that magnetically tuned YIG devices currently have tuning speeds
ranging from 100 hz to a maximum of 5 mhz/nanosecond. These filters can be compared to
a mechanically tuned helical resonator that has the best unloaded Q but also the largest size
and the slowest tuning rate, which is approximately 600 mhz/second. Another advantage of
linear tuning can be obtained in the application of YIG resonators to an up-converter front
end design. This design would have a YIG tuned preselector filter from 225 to 400 mhz, a
YIG resonator if filter at 2400 and a phase-locked YIG tuned injection oscillator at 2625 to
2800 mhz. The linear tuning of the oscillator and uhf preselector filter would greatly mini-
mize tracking problems.

The YIG tuned resonator has a subtle characteristic that could be utilized in receiver pre-
selector design to yield a secondary advantage not found in Ic resonators. This characteris-
tic is called frequency-selective limiting, FSL. Frequency-selective limiting is the ability
of a ferrite resonator, under the proper conditions, to selectively limit large inputs while
leaving small inputs unaffected. This would provide additional large signal filtering at the
receiver input, which would minimize receiver distortion. The most utilizable type of FSL
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for small signals appears to be spin-wave FSL. This phenomenon can be briefly explained
by considering the earlier discussion on theory. The large input signal overloads the uni-
form precession mode and causes energy to be transferred to other coupling modes at the
large signal frequency. This energy transfer results in loss due to spurious mode heat
generation and the net result is to limit the large signal. For a good discussion of FSL
mechanisms, refer to a paper by Orth1^ and for filter-limiters to a paper by Comstock. 14

Additional advantages in ferrite resonators are a result of the ferrite material compatibility
with several integrated circuit processes and electrical functions. For example, Tokheim
et aU3 and Deutch and Wieserl5 discuss the use of ferrites for nonreciprocal filters,
resonance isolators, and circulators. These properties could result in several useful circuit
functions. For example, a nonreciprocal filter would provide attenuation to a local oscillator
signal and reduce antenna radiation; also, the nonreciprocal filter can provide termination
isolation to termination sensitive devices such as a parametric amplifier/mixer. Circulator,
isolator, and delay functions could be provided for by the same material as filter and 1C func-
tions which leads to better 1C compatibility. Research is currently being done in the use of
ferrites as substrates, dielectrics, and even amplifier functions (refer to Van De Vaartl6

for a presentation of parametric amplification in YIG). The result of all this work could be a
future uhf tuner'fabricated entirely of ferrite material where the ferrite would provide all the
necessary circuit functions.

Although the ferrite resonator filter has good potential for use in future microminiature
tuner design, the present practical limitations impose unfavorable design compromises.
Presently available ferrite material capable of resonating in the 225- to 400-mhz band has
effective linewidths ranging from 2 to 1/2 oe, which gives unloaded Q's of 40 to 160 for 225
mhz. Using selected samples of doped YIG and operating the filter at elevated temperatures
can currently give Qu's no greater than 200 to 300. These unloaded Q's show that the YIG
resonator has a much lower volumetric efficiency than currently available helical resonator
filters. The high cost of YIG filters makes their use economically undesirable; for example,
present filters range from $800 to $2000 per filter.

The operation of present ferrite materials in the uhf region results in a resonator design that
is very temperature sensitive. Filter loss is probably the most sensitive parameter and, in
fact, a temperature change of 30 °C can increase the loss in a typical filter design in excess
of 10 db. This would require a filter for military applications to have a temperature oven
that holds the filter temperature at the highest expected ambient, which in turn would increase
size and cost. The ferrite resonator has a high weight-to-volume ratio, which can be unde-
sirable in space applications. For electrical tuning, the typical YIG filter requires 1/2 watt
of tuning power. This is in contrast to 0.15 watt for a digital capacitor tuned filter and 0. 01
watt for varactor tuning.

Other problems which must be solved before microminiature ferrite filters become compe-
titive in the uhf range include hysteresis, high heat dissipation, and, in the case of ferrite
IC's, bonding problems. The problem of dissipating the large amount of heat produced by a
magnetic tuning scheme from a microminiature package would be a limiting factor in the
minimum size obtainable in a ferrite filter design.

In conclusion the theory of ferrite materials demonstrates the many useful properties of
ferrite materials and their application to receiver design. The application of these proper-
ties to microwave circuit design has produced useful new products, such as linear tuned fil-
ters and tunable local oscillators. The application of these techniques to receiver filter
design in the uhf region is hindered by the unsolved problems of high losses and large size.
The use of ferrite materials to provide filtering and limiting for preselector designs in the
225- to 400-mhz region will not become a practical reality until solutions to the basic
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problems are found. It is the conclusion of this study of ferrite materials that research into
the following areas must be done to generate the necessary components for an electrically
tuned microminiature preselector:

a. Linewidth

A ferrite resonator capable of being tuned from 225 to 400 mhz and having a small line-
width is needed. Present ferrite materials have linewidths of typically 1/2 to 2 oe corre-
sponding to an unloaded resonator Q of 40 to 160. The unloaded Q for well-designed uhf
mechanically tuned preselectors is Qu = 600. Ferrite resonators capable of competing
with state-of-the-art tunable uhf receiver preselectors must have unloaded Q's around
600, which corresponds to a linewidth of 0.13. Research on linewidth reduction that
results in linewidths less than 0.13 will produce ferrite filters capable of performing as
good as present day mechanically tuned preselectors.

b. DC Tuning Field

The microminiaturization of the ferrite filter will only be possible when techniques for
generating large magnetic fields in small volumes becomes practical. The limit of
miniaturization of ferrite filters currently and in the near future will be limited by the
size of the magnetic circuit necessary to generate the dc tuning field. In fact, a good
rule of thumb would be to equate the size of the ferrite filter with the size of the dc mag-
netic circuit.

c. Spurious Responses

Subsidiary resonance modes in a ferrite resonator cause resonance responses in the
stopband, which may be only 15 db down from the desired resonance. Investigation of
this problem must be done to determine what techniques can be used to minimize this
problem.

d. Frequency Selective Limiting

The FSL capabilities of a practical ferrite filter should be explored and a design
approach -formulated.

3.2.2 Varactor Tuning

The use of varactor diodes for capacitance tuning of the preselector is particularly attractive
since the device is inherently small, has little tuning power requirements, and can be diffused
into a monolithic structure. The prime disadvantages are distortion in the presence of a
strong signal and low quality factor in the uhf range compared to passive components. These
disadvantages are also true, however, for other active tuning methods considered during the
period.

The literature is quite complete on the design aspects of varactor tuning. Among those
studied, Strickholml? presents the basic tuning range equations and shows the dependence of
the average capacitance upon the ratio of signal-to-tuning voltage. This effect indicates the
large signal nonlinearity problem. Stockholm's figure 5 has been recalculated by numerical
integration and replotted in figure 1-10 for greater accuracy. Since variation of the average
capacitance produces a shift in the resonant frequency of the tuned circuit to a small signal
and therefore a response variation to the small signal, it is seen that undesired signals
whose peak values approach the tuning voltage will produce severe cross modulation.
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Figure 1-10. Average capacitance of a varactor versus peak signal voltage,

has shown, in a general way, some of the basic limitations of varactor tuning.
(1), repeated here

His formula

" fmln s a/as
3db v

1-10

illustrates that the number of 3-db bandwidths in the tuning range is increased by increases
in varactor average Q, capacitance range, and filter loss. Here, fmax and fmin are the
extremes of the tuning range, (Af)3db is the average half-power bandwidth of a varactor tuned
filter, Qv is the average varactor Q, ACV is the difference between minimum and maximum
capacitance, Cv is the arithmetic average capacitance, and LQ is the average filter insertion
loss. This figure of merit can be restated in terms of the minimum tuning voltage, Vmm,
breakdown voltage, BV, and exponent, n, as

f - f .max mm 7^

3db
1-10-V20

This expression assumes that full use is made of the varactor by biasing it from breakdown
to the minimum voltage allowable from the cross modulation restriction.
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Hecht and Kannischak19 show that it is preferable to incorporate the varactor in a series
resonant structure in order to hold insertion loss and bandwidth constant over the tuning
range. The transformation in their figure 3 does not exactly preserve the series resonator
operation in a multiple pole filter, thereby making bandwidth and loss a function of frequency
as their experimental results show. Additionally, their statement regarding a decrease in
average varactor capacitance with signal level is at variance with Strickholm and is not in
agreement with experiment.

An early paper by De Cola20 compares the performance of varactors having exponents of
1/2, 1/3, 1, and 2. In particular, he shows that the third order distortion (which causes
cross modulation) is zero for the exponents 1 and 2. Present doping profile capability
allows an exponent above 1/2 to be obtained only over a restricted tuning voltage range; for
coverage of the 225- to 400-mhz band, developmental improvement in hyperabrupt junction
fabrication is necessary. For the case of two hyperabrupt varactors with exponent of 1 con-
nected in series, De Cola shows that the combination acts like a passive capacitor in that
no detuning or distortion effects are produced by large signal nonlinearity

Another basic type of solid-state variable capacitor is alluded to by Grove et ai.21 Figures
13 and 14 of this reference show that, at high frequency, the inversion capacitance of an MOS
junction is independent of applied voltage over an extended range and dependent on the light
illumination impinging on the junction. If this effect can be exploited at uhf, it means that the
solid-state equivalent of a mechanical capacitor is possible, since junction laser light
sources are also available. Grove's measurements show a 1. 5:1 change in capacitance for a
change in illumination of 2.7 x 104 down to zero foot-candles. The former value is quite
intense, the sun at zenith produces 104 foot-candles at the Earth's surface.
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3. 3 Inductive Components

In the design of a preselector the resonators may be classed into the areas of solid-state,
discrete Ic, and distributed parameter. In the case of solid-state resonators, the individual
inductive and capacitive components may not be readily identified. In the latter two cate-
gories, the inductive components can be defined quite well and become an area of great con-
cern with regard to resonator performance.

The topic of inductive components encompasses not only the passive lumped and distributed
inductance, but also the inductance that can be simulated using active networks. In this re-
port, a brief description of the distributed inductors and a form of active inductor is pre-
sented .

3.3.1 Distributed Inductors

This area of discussion deals with all of the forms of transmission line resonators including
those of unique construction such as the helical resonator. Precisely, to fall into the cate-
gory of distributed inductors these lines are foreshortened such as to be resonant with a
specified capacitance.

The popularity of the transmission line to a certain extent evolved from an attempt to utilize
those parameters generally considered detrimental in design using lumped elements such as
stray capacitance and leakage inductance. Generally the transmission line components enjoy
greater utilization at the microwave frequencies because of their smaller size and also be-
cause the lumped element technology is not as advanced at microwave.

In discussing any inductive component contemplated for use in a preselector, the parameter
of prime concern is its quality factor, Qu. In any discussion of resonator Q, when dealing
with distributed parameter resonators, the relationship of Q versus volume and frequency
becomes quite important. The basic theoretical limitations of Q versus volume are well
documented in the literature, but a brief investigation of the coaxial resonator and helical
resonator provides considerable insight into basic trade-offs. Consider the coaxial re-
sonator shown in figure 1-11.

Figure 1-11. Coaxial resonator.
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The Q of the resonator is given as

where P= phase constant in radians/meter
and a = conductor loss in nepers/meter

The phase constant, 0 , is independent of the physical dimensions of the resonator so that
Qu becomes inversely proportional to the conductor loss, which may be expressed as 22

^•y I »-* r*f l ^- — — / — " X/

276 Iog1() (b/a)

Optimum Q occurs when the ratio of b/a equals 3. 6 so that the conductor loss can be des-
cribed as:

= Kx I- + -T-T- + -[a b

where K's represent general constants.

Therefore,

Qu = ~2^ = K2 ["a^njJ" K2 [l^bTaJ

Since b/a = 3.6,

Q = K0bu 3

The constant b/a results in a constant Zo. Consequently, as the volume is changed, the
length of the resonator, f , remains unchanged for a constant reactance level. Since the
volume is

V = Trb2 xf

and Qu is directly proportional to b, then Qu = K^. Vv~~. This is a basic relationship derived
from the coaxial resonator that is true for nearly all the distributed lines. One exception is
the helical resonator. The helical resonator is a coaxial line with a helical inner conductor
which offers the highest Qu for a given volume of any of the commonly used resonators. De-
sign equations are provided by Zverev and Blinchikoff 23 that enable one to investigate the
relationship between Qu and volume. Consider the helical resonator shown in figure 1-12.

The volume, V, can be expressed as

V = HS2

From Zverev and Blinchikoff,

H = 1.6S
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Figure 1-12. Helical resonator.

Consequently,

Qu can be given as

V = 1.6S or S =

"u = 60 S Vf~

where S is the shield width in inches and fo is the frequency in megahertz.

Therefore,

where V is in cubic inches.

The relationships obtained for the coaxial resonator and helical resonator are illustrated in
figure 1-13. The major disadvantages of the helical resonator are its relatively complex
fabrication, higher cost, and incompatibility with microminiature fabrication techniques. It
is this last limitation that gives rise to a discussion of other distributed parameter resona^
tors, namely those employing strip-line or microstrip techniques.

24 25Strip transmission line theory is well developed in the literature. ' Essentially, strip
line consists of a center conductor surrounded by dielectric and centered between two con-
ducting ground planes. It is one of the transmission lines commonly used in microwave cir-
cuits. It is an extension of the parallel-wire line in which the two wires carry equal and
opposite currents and the field is in the form of a transverse electromagnetic wave (TEM).
This is also the principal mode in a coaxial line. In this mode, the propagation constant of
the odd and even modes of transmission is the same. When considering microminiaturiza-
tion as a major goal in preselector design, strip-line techniques suffer from the disadvant-
age that they are not truly compatible with existing integrated circuit techniques.
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Figure 1-13. Comparisons of maximum available Q for different resonator
techniques in the uhf band (maximum theoretical Q for a given
constructional volume).

Another form of transmission line, microstrip, is much better suited for the resonant line
from a fabrication standpoint. It consists of a rectangular conductor resting on a dielectric
slab which itself is placed on a ground. This open-faced construction is highly compatible
with integrated circuit technology, and considerable effort is currently being expended in
exploiting its usefulness at microwave frequencies.25 Microstrip is derived from a very
fundamental concept. If an infinite metal plate is placed perpendicular to and at the midpoint
of two wires, one of the wires may be removed without affecting the field pattern. Micro-
strip is not only easier to fabricate than strip line, but it also exhibits a higher character-
istic impedance for a given conductor width and dielectric thickness. Microstrip does suffer
from a major disadvantage in that it does not yield true TEM propagation; that is, the odd
mode of transmission is largely in the air and the even mode of transmission is in the di-
electric. This radiation exhibited by microstrip can be reduced significantly by increasing
the dielectric constant, thus confining the electric field. The introduction of a higher di-
electric constant material reduces the Qu of the microstrip line however. Not only is there
greater dielectric loss, but for a line of given electrical requirements, the conductor loss is
increased by physical dimension changes. In the earlier discussion of Qu for the coaxial re-
sonator and helical resonator, a dielectric constant for air was assumed and the Qu was
dependent solely on conductor losses. Now, for the case of microstrip in integrated circuits,
the matter of dielectric constant becomes increasingly important. The quality factor of the
line may be expressed as:
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u - l+Qc/Qd

where Qc is the quality factor based on the conductor loss and Qjj is the quality factor of the
dielectric, which is essentially the reciprocal of the loss tangent of the material. The high
Q requirement for receiver preselector precludes the use of silicon as a dielectric because
its Qd is quite low. The loss tangents for good low loss substrates such as sapphire and
alumina are approximately 0. 0001 and 0. 0002, respectively, giving rise to Qd's on the order
of 5000 to 10000. With Qd's of this magnitude, it becomes evident that microstrip Qu is
limited by conductor losses. Because microstrip does not yield true TEM propagation, no
theory exists to accurately describe its properties. Many of the design equations have been
determined empirically. Realizing this limitation, it is still possible to obtain a qualitative
analysis of Qu starting with the basic definition:

Q u=-£

Since /8 is directly proportional to frequency and is also proportional to the square root of
the relatively dielectric constant, then it can be expressed as:

= Kl

where e is the relative dielectric constant. The conductor loss, a , can be defined as:

K,

where

w = conductor width

and Z is the characteristic impedance equal to

377

The quality factor Qu is:

K f V«7
Q =~f- = „ / r? 7 T - = K 0 V f V V Z w^u 2a K0/wZ vf 3 v ver o

2' o v

For a constant Z and dielectric constant at a given frequency,

Qu = K4w
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Since constant ZQ indicates a constant h/w, the Qu becomes proportional to the square root
of the volume as is the case for the coaxial resonator. The diminishing Qu with a decrease
in volume may serve to provide a lower limit on the size of useful lines in integrated cir-
cuits. For example, consider a resonant line at 400 mhz using sapphire as the substrate
material ( (r = 9.9). The current practical lower limit on line width appears to be 0. 010
inch. With a h/w ratio of 1. 0 (another practical limit) and with a ZQ of 50 ohms, the Qu is
32.1, much less than desired for good preselector design. The value for ZQ used in the
above calculation was obtained from experimental work found in Caulton.25

3.3.2 Active Inductors

The title of this section could well be rewritten to include the entire area of active filters
because in some types of filters designed with active elements it is not possible to identify
individual capacitive and inductive components. The three most widely known techniques for
constructing an active filter are those based on the operational amplifier, the negative im-
pedance converter (NIC), and the gyrator. They are common in that each has a desired
amplitude and phase characteristic which is a ratio of polynomials that can be factored into
the product of second-order terms. Generally, each factor is synthesized by a network and
these networks are cascaded to achieve the desired result. These filters all exhibit a pri-
mary limitation which precludes their use in uhf filter design. This limitation stems from
the fact that each of the designs places stringent requirements on the phase relationships
within the active network. Using present day technology, the upper frequency limit is below
the hf range, with little hope foreseen for vhf-uhf components in the near future.

One method of designing an active filter at uhf is offered by a technique published recently
by Ho and Adams.26 In this method, a transistor is operated in the inverted common-
collector configuration to obtain an active inductor which theoretically can exhibit infinite Q.
Considerable insight can be gained by using the very simplest equivalent circuit shown in
figure 1-14.

& ie
e * b '

re

1
IN z b

^

<•

7a

Figure 1-14. Simple equivalent circuit
for inverted-common-
collector configuration.

From this circuit, it can be seen that

V. = r i + (1 - a ) i Z,in e e v ' e b

or

Z = r
IN e Jb
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where

and

r is a dynamic resistance of a diode, 26/1 -ma,e e

Z, is the base impedance.

It is evident that if (1 -a )Zb can exhibit a negative resistance equal to re, then ZJN can be
a reactive component having no losses, thus exhibiting infinite Q. It is important to recog-
nize that re is a current dependent resistor as it becomes of concern in later discussions.
In the expression for Zjj^, the Q of the component is equal to the reactance divided by the
difference of two electronic resistances. This would indicate that the Q is very sensitive to
bias conditions and temperature, a fact that was experimentally verified. Ho and Adams
present design graphs by which active inductors may be constructed. Carefully matched
2N4429 transistors were used to construct a 2-pole filter which is shown in figure 1-15. The
work was performed at 110 megahertz to facilitate parameter measurements. The transis-
tors were operated at a collector current of 1. 8 ma and exhibited the following character-
istics:

fT = 400 mhz

C , = 3.5pfob *

r,, f = 10 ohmsbb

ALL CAPACITORS IN PF
ALL RESISTORS IN OHMS
ALL INDUCTORS IN UH

fvcc

Figure 1-15. Two-pole active filter.
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The response of the filter is shown in figure 1-16. The tuning of the filter is very critical
with regard to bias changes. Also, it is easy to adjust the bias in a manner to cause re-
generation. It was observed that the temperature rise due to the dissipation of approximately
18 mw per device was sufficient to increase the filter's loss by several db and alter its

-3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3

Figure 1-16. Frequency response of 2-pole active filter.

passband. This serves to illustrate the extreme sensitivity of high Q components created
in this manner. The input-output transfer characteristics of the filter are shown in figure
1-17. This curve illustrates the relatively poor signal-handling capability of the active
filter. A more quantitative measure is given by the third-order inter modulation presented
in table 1-3. This data was obtained for a voltage step-up ratio of 10. In addition, it was

TABLE 1-3. THIRD-ORDER INTERMODULATION
DISTORTION OF 2-POLE ACTIVE FILTER.

EIN - DBM/TONE (OPEN CIRCUIT)

-43

-38

IMD - DB

-30

-20
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FQ = 110 MHZ, Rs = OHMS

Q. X = 5000 OHMS

-30 -35 -40 -45

INPUT VOLTAGE - DBM

Figure 1-17. Transfer characteristics for 2-pole active filter.

found that an input signal of only 4 mv (open-circuit) would produce a second harmonic com-
ponent only -30 db below the input signal. This limited signal handling capability is perhaps
one of the more serious problems associated with the active inductor. It is entirely possible
that in the future some of the problems such as bias sensitivity, thermal stability, and rf
stability can be solved for a given allowable Q tolerance. However, as long as a bipolar
transistor is employed as the active device, the current-dependent resistance it places in
series with the desired impedance will remain a fundamental limitation on signal handling
capability. The situation proves to be somewhat of a paradox: as Qu approaches infinity,
one would like to take advantage of the increasing selectivity obtained by increasing QL with-
out incurring additional loss. This would be achieved by increasing the step-up ratio which
in turn would lead to poorer signal handling capability. One other observation was made
concerning the active filter which is of great importance to receiver preselector design. In
observing the response of the filter on a spectrum analyzer, it was noted that a noise shelf
approximately 1 megahertz wide and centered about f existed and was only about 40 db be-
low the fundamental tone. The bias of the active inductors was altered to ensure lower
Qu's and guarantee that no regeneration was present. Even under these conditions, the
noise persisted suggesting that the noise was due to the active device input noise generators,
primarily r^' and the externally added base resistance. In a practical application, this
noise would not be tolerable and it should be an area of further investigation.

3.4 Mixers

A consideration of superheterodyne receiver filters cannot be complete without considering
the first mixer performance. Such mixer characteristics as noise figure, dynamic range,
spurious response, and lo. rejection affect the filtering requirements; therefore, the follow-
ing brief discussions of mixers will serve as guidelines for designing the complete uhf tuner
package.
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3.4.1 Resistive Switching Mixers

3.4.1.1 Introduction

Ring diode mixers have been investigated at Collins to provide circuit designers with practi-
cal design information on the performance and uses of double balanced Schottky barrier diode
modulators. One application for this type of modulator is its use as a first mixer in a super-
heterodyne receiver. The results of the modulator study can be reasonably applied to a diode
mixer application at uhf. To properly describe the use of a double balanced diode modulator
as a mixer, it will be necessary to summarize its theory of operation, operating character-
istics, and advantages and disadvantages. Also for comparison purposes, the dynamic range
of the ring diode mixer will be compared with other types of mixer circuits.

3.4.1.2 Theory of Operation

The theory of ideal operation of a double balanced switching modulator is best presented by
analysis of a typical modulator circuit as shown in figure 1-18.

R OF RF

-

X OR IF

Figure 1-18. Typical modulator construction.

Although the ring diode mixer can be constructed in a variety of configurations, only the most
common configuration and port assignments will be considered.

When considering idealized operation, the assumptions of ideal 1:1 transformers, ideal diodes,
that is, zero reverse conductance and infinite forward conductance, and resistively terminated
ports will be made. If we apply a small rf voltage VR to port R and a large local oscillator
voltage VL to port L, we can look at the output voltage waveform Vx and describe the modu-
lating action. When the ley^ voltage, VL, is positive, the b diodes are turned on and when
VL is negative, the a diodes are turned on. This switching action (which has given the name
switching modulator to this type of circuit) produces an output voltage Vx at the X port which
can be described as a voltage similar to VR but which has its phase being switched 180
degrees at a rate equal to the local oscillator frequency. Thus, the amplitude of VR is trans-
mitted to the X port unattenuated but the signal phase is switched 180 degrees each time the
modulating voltage, Vx, changes polarity. The above time domain analysis gives a good
description of the physcial process involved, but it does not yield much useful information
about the actual mixer characteristics of the circuit. Most of the important characteristics
can be obtained by a frequency domain analysis of the signals VR, Vx» and VL-
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A Fourier analysis of the waveform of V^ will result in a combination of frequency terms
represented by:

00 00

Vv (co) = ̂ — 2- A, . B0 cos (kco0 ± ^cuv)
b-—n P — n A

Where CL>J^ and cu-^ are the input signal and modulating signal frequencies and A^ and B^ are
constants associated with the modulating process. These constants, which depend on circuit
configuration, can be positive, negative, or zero for any number of frequencies. Addition-
ally, this analysis shows that the output, Vx, contains frequency components consisting of,
in theory, an infinite combination of sum-and-difference frequencies and multiples thereof
of the input and modulating frequencies. For most mixer applications, only the first order
sum-and-difference frequencies are useful and fortunately these frequencies also possess
the large majority of the translated signal energy.

A complete theory describing the operation of a ring diode modulator has never been devel-
oped because of the complex equations generated by the extremely nonlinear process asso-
ciated with actual switching devices. For this reason, no such theory can be presented;
however, several simplified but useful models have been presented in the literature. 27, 28, 29

Although no precise theory is possible, what can be done is to describe the general effects of
nonideal elements on mixer operation and then let the experimental results demonstrate the
magnitude of these effects. Frequency domain analysis of V-^, for the ideal case, will show
that the ports are isolated from each other, that is, single frequency energy at one port will
not be transferred to the other two ports at the same frequency. For the nonideal case, the
port isolation will not be perfect due to nonlinear diode characteristics and transformer
unbalance. These factors cause other effects such as increasing conversion loss and creat-
ing distortion products. These effects will constitute a discussion of nonideal mixer per-
formance .

3.4.1.3 Nonideal Ring Diode Mixer Performance

The basic characteristics of modulator performance depend on the modulator circuit com-
ponents and the external circuit impedances presented to the mixer ports. After these cir-
cuit variables are specified it is possible to discuss conversion loss, distortion, and port-
to-port isolation only with respect to these specified circuit variables. A change in circuit
variables will generally result in a change in the mixer performance.

The modulating action of an ideal modulator causes the single frequency energy from the in-
put to be translated to lesser energies at other frequencies. The net result is that the power
at any single frequency at the output is always less than the single frequency input power. In
a nonideal modulator, the transformer losses and resistive nature of the diodes result in
even a greater power loss in the translation and conversion process. These loss processes
in the modulator are a measure of the conversion efficiency in a mixer application; therefore,
the net power loss which occurs when translating the rf input signal to an if signal is termed
conversion loss. More precisely, the mixer conversion loss is a measure of the difference
between the power available to a mixer at the rf port and the power available from the mixer
at the if port for identical port terminating impedances. Conversion loss for mixers is
analogous to insertion gain for amplifiers.

Mathematically, conversion loss can be expressed as:
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Conversion loss (L) „ = 10 log
rf

Zif - Zrf

Howson 29 has shown that for a resistively terminated mixer with resistive diodes, the con-
version loss is greater than 6 db; however, as the ratio of the forward-to-reverse conduct-
ance approaches infinity, the conversion loss approaches a minimum of 6 db. It is possible,
with reactive terminations, to obtain a conversion loss less than 6 db. In fact, in practice
it is quite common to find a well-designed ring diode mixer with enough reactance in the
diodes and transformers to give a conversion loss of 5 db. The results of tests at 10 and 100
megahertz of the conversion loss of several commercially available ring diode mixers is
summarized by figure 1-19. The curve at 400 megahertz is based on observations of the
typical frequency dependence of conversion loss. When considering the ring diode mixer for
a uhf application, the designer must contrast its conversion loss with the conversion gain of
other usable high level mixers such as FET's.

CONVERSION LOSS AS A FUNCTION
OF LO POWER FOR A TYPICAL
RING DIODE MIXER

Figure 1-19. Mixer conversion loss.

The distortion generated in a ring diode mixer can cause the common receiver distortion
problems of intermodulation distortion, cross-modulation distortion and gain compression.
For rf signals which are small compared to thelo. signal, the distortion is due to the non-
linear diode characteristic. For rf signals which are within an order of magnitude of the lo.
signal, the distortion is caused by switching interference, that is, the rf signal becomes
large enough to interfere with lo. switching over some part of the lo. cycle. Measurements
on actual ring mixers show that cross-modulation distortion and gain compression are caused
by switching interference while third order intermodulation distortion ratios greater than
20 db are caused by nonlinear diode characteristics. Third order distortion less than the
20 db ratio is generally caused by switching interference. A solution to the switching inter-
ference problem is a split ring mixer circuit which allows the diodes to be biased at greater
reverse voltage. This solution increases the large signal handling capability, but only at the
sacrifice of increased lo. power. Some high level designs have lo. powers of 2 to 10 watts.
A solution to low level intermodulation distortion is the dc current biasing of each diode.
This method adjusts the Q-point of each diode to give distortion cancellation in the ring. The
method has limited success because of temperature stability problems and the need to supply
dc power. To a limited degree, the cancellation effect can be observed by simply nulling the
distortion by adjustment of lo. power. Tests on a split ring mixer show that dynamic range
can be increased about 5 db with this technique. When specifying local oscillator power for
a receiver mixer application, it is possible to increase high-level operation by increasing
local oscillator power. This trade-off can be made following the rule-of-thumb that for
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reasonable receiver distortion levels, the lo. power level must be 10 to 15 db higher than
the maximum rf input level. Figures 1-20 and 1-21 show third order ratio performance at
vhf of three classes of switching mixers, a typical diode ring mixer, a diode ring mixer de-
signed for high level operation, and a switching FET mixer. The switching FET mixer re-
presents state-of-the-art vhf intermodulation distortion performance. Cross-modulation
distortion performance is another way of measuring the mixers' signal handling capabilities.
Because cross modulation is due to switching interference, the level at which it occurs is
faily consistent among mixers of the same construction. Table 1-4 illustrates the measured
range of input levels required to cause -10 db cross-modulation distortion. A method of com-
paring distortion performance among various mixer types operating under a wide spectrum
of power inputs is to compare their dynamic range. Dynamic range can be defined as the
ratio in db between some minimum usable signal and some maximum usable signal. The
maximum usable signal will be the -10 db cross-modulation level. The minimum usable
signal will be the 10 db signal-plus-noise to noise ratio for a 50-ohm am receiver with a 3-
kilohertz audio bandwidth. The minimum usable signal is measured in available power or
hard microvolts. Dynamic range is consistent among mixers of equivalent types so that
table 1-5, which describes measured results at vhf, gives very realistic numbers. Dynamic
range alone does not give the true picture of a mixer's performance in a receiver design.
Generally, the limits of dynamic range fall into different portions of the power spectrum.
This results in mixer designs which may have the same dynamic range but different minimum
usable sensitivity levels. In general, sensitivity can be traded for high level performance,
but in the case of a ring diode mixer, the dynamic range remains relatively constant. For
other mixers, such as FET's, this is not the case. In actual mixers, the sensitivity-high
level performance trade-off results in increased dynamic range for a degradation in noise
figure.

Port-to-port isolation for a mixer in the uhf band becomes important in minimizing antenna
radiation. The consideration of antenna radiation shows that the lo. power into the mixer is
attenuated by a factor equal to the preselector filter attenuation and the mixer isolation from
the lo. port to the rf port. The degree of lo.-to-rf isolation is dependent on the care taken
in the selection of matched diodes, transformer balance and circuit layout. As might be ex-
pected, lo.-to-rf isolation varies over a large range for typical ring diode mixer circuits.
Lo.-to-rf isolation measured on several ring diode mixers at vhf shows a 41 to 57 db range.
Manufacturers specifications for uhf give minimum isolations of 30 to 35 db. The use of a
balanced mixer in a uhf tuner design can reduce antenna radiation 30 to 35 db when compared
to a single-ended mixer design.

3.4.2 Square Law FET Mixer

Ever since its introduction, the field-effect transistor (FET) has been incorporated into
mixer designs because of its nearly perfect square law transfer characteristic. Several
good analytical treatments of the FET mixer performance can be found in the literature 3 ;
consequently, most of this discussion will be directed toward using the results of these
analyses to investigate the manner in which they influence the design trade-offs inherent in
front end design. Also, experimental data is presented to demonstrate some of these re-
sults and to establish what is considered current state-of-the-art mixer performance.

Shown in figure 1-22 are the gain and noise figure characteristics of a 2N4416 junction field
effect transistor (JFET) as a function of frequency. The device is operated in the common
source configuration similar to that in figure 1-23 in order to obtain the maximum available
power gain and lowest noise figure. The JFET is used rather than a MOSFET because it
exhibits a lower noise figure. It can be observed that the noise figure of the FET mixer is
appreciably lower than that which can be obtained using bipolar transistors. In obtaining the
data, the mixer was terminated in that load impedance which resulted in maximum gain. The
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6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

POWER AVAILABLE AT LO, PORT IN DBM

Figure 1-20. Third order im distortion as a function of local oscillator input
power for two 2-tone inputs.

-80

TYPICAL BALANCED MIXER

-10
-15

2 TONE LEVEL IN DBM

Figure 1-21. Third order im distortion as a function of local oscillator input
power for two 2-tone inputs.
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TABLE 1-4. TYPICAL -10 DB CROSS-MODULATION LEVELS.

Typical

Relcom

diode ring

MID

Lorch FC-351

-3

+7

.0

to

to +3 . 0

+11

dbm

dbm

+25 dbm

TABLE 1-5. TYPICAL MIXER DYNAMIC RANGES.

Typical diode ring

Relcom MID

Lorch FC-351

FET - single ended

Transistor - single ended

FET - double balanced

106

112

127

104

91 -

114

- 108 db

- 117 db

- 131 db

- 110 db

97 db

- 118 db

I 6

POWER GAIN

200 300

FREQUENCY-MHZ

Figure 1-22. Gain and noise figure characteristics for
a 2N4416 common source mixer, f - c =
30 mhz.
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TUT
f.,= 30 MHZ

0.8-8 PF

= 50 OHM

= 50 OHM

1 r
Figure 1-23. Common-source mixer configuration.

input step-up ratio was that which produced noise-match. In other words, the source resis-
tance presented to the gate is that which yields the minimum noise figure. The concepts of
noise-match can be well described using a representation of a noise-free 2-port with voltage
and current noise sources as shown in figure 1-24. The exact solution for optimum source

Figure 1-24. Two-port noise model.

qi

resistance is quite complicated and has been treated in the literature ox; however, an approx-
imate solution may be obtained by assuming no correlation between noise sources. Starting
with the basic relationship of noise factor being equal to the ratio of total noise power to
that of the source, one can write:

F = e 2 + e 2 + 7 2 R 2ns n n s

n

Using the well-known Nyquist formula

2 = 4KTBR and i 2n n = 4KTBGn
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one can write

4KTBRg + 4KTBRn

4KTBR

R
= 1 + =2. + G RRg n s

To obtain R , one differentiates F with respect to R and equates to zero,s . s
opt

dF
dR

R

R Gn °r Rs

'opt
opt

'R /Gn n

Generally, the noise figure is expressed in the units db, therefore,

Fdb = 10 —10 if + GnRs
s

This is the characteristic plotted in figure 1-25 for the mixer shown in figure 1-23 at 120
mhz. For this particular mixer, noise-match occurs at a source resistance of approximately
2. 5 kilohms. It can be seen that the source resistance can be decreased with an attendant
degradation in noise figure. This increases the signal handling capability because the voltage

n—i i i i M r
!„ -3.0MA, V . . - 2 V R M SDS INJ

if = 30 MHZ, R = 12 KOHMS

\0 IK 2K

SOURCE RESISTANCE - OHMS

Figure 1-25. Noise figure of common-
source mixer at 120 mhz,
2N4416.
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required at the gate for a specified distortion level is nearly independent of the source resis-
tance. Therefore, with a smaller source resistance, a smaller voltage step-up exists. As
described in paragraph 3.4.1.3, the dynamic range can be defined as the ratio of that
signal required for -10 db cross-modulation distortion to that signal resulting in a 10-db
signal-plus-noise to noise ratio. The particular mixer under discussion requires 0. 93 volt
at the gate terminal to produce -10 db cross modulation. Using this information, the curve
in figure 1-26 can be produced illustrating the overall increase in dynamic range as the noise
figure is degraded. Only the dynamic range for noise figures obtained with source resis-
tances below the optimum are shown, since a source resistance above the optimum yields no
advantage. To fairly compare different classes of mixers, it becomes necessary to specify
dynamic range at a specific noise figure. By examining figure 1-26, it appears that the
dynamic range of the single-ended FET mixer is nearly that of the diode ring mixer. The
FET mixer enjoys an advantage, however, in that it can operate at low noise figures that are
unobtainable in the ring mixers. This presents the possibility of designing receiver front
ends that do not require rf amplifiers. The merits of such a front end have long been re-
cognized but never before realized. The purpose of the rf amplifier is to ensure adequate
sensitivity. Generally, the gain of the rf amplifier is kept low so that the sensitivity require-
ments are satisfied and yet the mixer is not severely overloaded. If an rf amplifier and a
mixer have the same signal handling capability, the mixer will overload before the amplifier
due to the amount of gain between them. With a sensitive mixer as the input stage, the input
level may be higher by the amount of gain normally provided by the rf amplifier to give the
same overall distortion. One disadvantage of using a mixer as the input stage is that it be-
comes more difficult to meet antenna radiation requirements. One technique for overcoming
the problem is illustrated in figure 1-27. Here, the local oscillator signal is nulled out at
the gate by the application of the out-of-phase signal from T^ through capacitor GI. The
circuit is capable of producing reverse lo. transmission of -30 to -40 db in the vhf range.

< 106

4 5 6
NOISE FIGURE - DB

Figure 1-26. Dynamic range improvement as a
function of noise figure for JFET
mixes at 120 mhz.
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TO DRAIN LOAD

Figure 1-27. Injection balancing circuit.

Another area of extreme importance in mixer design is the consideration of spurious response.
It is desirable to know the spurious response characteristics of a mixer in order to define
the preselection requirements of the receiver. Table 1-6 shows the spurious response
characteristics of a common source JFET mixer. The data is obtained at 300 megahertz but
is virtually identical to the results obtained throughout the entire vhf-uhf band. The pro-
cedure required for making these measurements is as follows: The receiver is tuned to the
desired frequency and a reference level established. In this case, it was the gate volts re-
quired for a 10-db signal-plus-noise to noise ratio when fed from its optimum source resis-
tance. The remainder of the test is performed without preselection and at a 50-ohm imped-
ance level. The signal generator is tuned to that frequency, fs, that produces a specified
spurious response, and its level is increased until the generated product is equal to the re-
ference level.
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TABLE 1-6. SPURIOUS RESPONSE FOR COMMON SOURCE JFET MIXER.

PRODUCT

2f - f, = ifs lo.
2f, - flo. s

2fs - 2flo.
3f - f,s lo.
3f - 2f,s lo.
3f, - 2flo. s
3f - 3f,s lo.
4f - f.s lo.
4f - 2f,s lo.
4f, - 2flo. s
4f - 3f.s lo.
4f, - 3flo. s
4f - 4f,s lo.

5fs - flo.

5fs - 2flo.

5fs - 3flo.

5flo. - 3fs
5f -4Ls lo.
5f, - 4flo. s
6f - 5f,s lo.

7fs - 6flo.
5f - 6f,s lo.

6fs - 7flo.

RELATIVE AMPLITUDE -DB

-52 "^

-11 ̂

-60

-60

-75

-62

-78

-64

-78

-65

-86

-79

-87

-70

-85

-92

-60

-87

-82

-91

-93

-87

-90

f j = 330 mhz.

IF = 30 mhz.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions have been made on the work done during the last three month.

a. A practical image phasing mixer design can provide no greater than 20 to 30 db of
image rejection which is no better than can be obtained with a single resonator of
comparable volume.

b. There exists an optimum selectivity-gain distribution for a specified input noise figure
and undesired signal level.

c. Rapid solution to spurious response evaluation can be obtained using a programmable
calculator and the programs which have been provided.

d. Study of theory and current technology in magnetically tunable filters reveals problems
of low resonator Qu, high heat dissipation, thermal instability, and poor volumetric
efficiency. Solutions to these problems appear possible with technological innovations
in the areas of material processing and magnetic field generation.

e. Electrical tuning with varactors requires little power and has monolithic compatibility,
Its limitations are a limited tuning range and limited signal handling capability.

f. The helical resonator yields best volumetric efficiency at uhf frequencies.
g. Circuit testing of active inductors shows that very high Q's are obtainable; but problems

of thermal instability, bias sensitivity, very low dynamic range, and excess noise output
limit its practical usefulness.

h. Typical Schottky barrier diode ring mixers exhibit a dynamic range comparable with a
single-ended junction FET mixer,

i. Switching - FET mixers provide state-of-the-art dynamic range at vhf.
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PART II PROGRAM FOR THE NEXT INTERVAL

The program for the next interval will include the following efforts.

a. Additional investigation of passive components will be conducted, with emphasis on
lumped inductors, capacitors, and microminiature hybrid couplers.

b. Investigate additional circuit techniques including parametric up-converters and a
var actor-tun ing voltage generator.

c. Analyze step-tuning of filters with incremental capacitors or resonators and the associ-
ated component requirements.

d. Conduct a basic trade-off analysis considering all of the areas of design, resulting in
recommendations for future effort and characterization of advanced component
specification.
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PART III SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

1. SPURIOUS RESPONSE EVALUATION

The Hewlett-Packard 9100A calculator is rapidly becoming available throughout the industry.
The Hewlett-Packard 9100A has the advantage of faster turnaround for simple problems than
a larger computer with Fortran programming. The program and subroutines search the H
and L space in all possible combinations, present answers when spurious responses are
found, and terminate when a spurious order (MAX) which is selectable by the user, is
reached.

The step-by-step procedure for performing a computation is as follows:

a. Define the type of mixing process involved.
b. Decide the maximum order spurious response to be found as defined by MAX = J H J + |L|.

c". Calculate fQ/fgjQ -^ from the output frequency divided by the signal frequency at the

end of the tuning range producing the lowest ratio.

d. Similarly, calculate UoAsiG H*

e. Decide upon the ratio f^/fgiG* WhQn unity, this shows the spurious responses which
cross the desired signal frequency. When not unity, this ratio gives the undesired fre-
quency, fu , which will produce a spurious response, fQ, when the mixer is tuned to fgjQ

f. Load the program and proper subroutine into the 9100A. To load from the listing,
select RUN mode, index the program step counter by pressing GO TO 00, select
PROGRAM mode, enter the program steps via the keyboard, and then return to RUN
mode. To load from a magnetic card, select RUN mode, depress GO TO 00, insert the
card, and depress ENTER.

g. Load the program by addressing GO TO 00, entering MAX, depress CONTINUE, enter

[f0/fSIGj L, depress CONTINUE, enter [fo/fsic] H> depress CONTINUE, enter VfSIG'

Depressing CONTINUE will execute the search.
h. Read the results out of the following registers: X = fo/fsiG» Y = L, Z = H, Depress

CONTINUE to start the search for the next response.
i. Repeatedly read and depress CONTINUE until the program terminates as indicated by

X = 0, Y = 9Ts, Y = 0 and a lighted illegal operation lamp.
j. If the same problem with a new fu/fsiG *s to ^e run» address GO TO Oa, enter fu/fsiG

and depress CONTINUE to execute the search.

1.1 Sample Problems

a. Low side difference mixer heterodyning the band 225 to 400 mhz to 30 mhz with an injec
tion frequency range of 195 to 370 mhz. Let MAX = 20, and fu/fsiG = i- to obtain
crossovers.

L = 30/400 = 0.075[fo/%IGJ

[fo/fSIG| H = 30/225 = 0.1333
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Output:

H

-6

-7

-8

8

-9

9

L

7

8

9

-9

10

-10

fo

fSIG

.125

.1111

.1

.125

.0909

.1111

b. High side sum mixer heterodyning the band 225 to 400 mhz to 3000 mhz with an injection
frequency range of 2775 to 2600 mhz. Let MAX = 20, and fu/%jQ = 1. to obtain crossovers.

rf / I _ 3000 _
|V*SIGJ L -

Output:

LSIG
3000
225 = 13.333

H

0
0
0
0
0
0

_i

-1
-1
-1
-1
-1

2
2
2

L

8
9

10.
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
-6
-7
-8

fo

fSIG

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
7.5
8.
a. 5
9.
9.5

10.
8.
9.

10.

H

2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3

L

-9
-10
-11
-12
-13
-14
-15
-16
-17

f
o

fSIG

11.
12.
13.
7.5
8.
8.5
9.
9.5

10.
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HP-9100A SPURIOUS PROGRAM

#

00
1
2
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

a
b
c
d

10-L \J

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
a
b
c
d

20
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

2a
b
c
d

30

STEP

.
1

X—( )
a

STOP

X~*( )

d

STOP

X-*Y )
c

STOP
X~*( )

b
CLEAR

i_L

t
0

ACC+
RCL

a
IFX>Y

(3)
(1)
1

ACC-
0

X»( )
e

RCL

a
IFX<Y

(5)
(d)

GO TO
(3)
(1)

RCL
X^( )

e
Y— ( )

f

OPERATIONS

Enter MAX; CONT.

MAX + .1-^a

Enter[f0/fSIG]

[fo4 L-d
Enter |f0/fSIGJ

fo/fs] H-C

LOW^ CONT

HIGH5 CONT

Enter fu/fSlG'> CONT

f /fsiG-**b
O^X, Y, Z, e,
-|_^V

1-X, Y
o-^x
f+0*f, e+l-^e
H-^-X, L-^Y
L-H-»Y
MAX +, 1-*X

TO MAIN CALC

1~*"X
H-1-̂ J

o-*x

H _-y T _v
-*!A, lj-^1

L-H— Y
MAX +. 1*X

TERMINATION
ROUTINE

MAIN CALC, b

H-OC, L*Y

f, ARC, HYPER, FLAG

INCREMENTS
H BY ZERO,
L BY ONE

COMPARES I^H < MAX
+ .1, GOES TO MAIN CALC
IF TRUE. AT THIS POINT
H IS NEG, L IS POS

:

IF |H| >MAX+.l ,
BRANCHES TO
TERMINATION

STEP

1ST INTEGER FLIPPER.
EXCHANGES H & L IN
f, e REGISTERS.
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HP-9100A SPURIOUS PROGRAM (CONT)

#

1

2

b
c
d

40
1
2

3

4
5
6
7

8
9
a
b

c

d

50

1
52
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
a
b
c
d

CAou
1

STEP

b

XOY

0
IF X=Y

(5)
(2)

ROLL*
-:-

d

IFX>Y
(5)
(2)
C

IF X<Y
(5)
(2)
t

RCL

XOY

ROLLt

STOP
RCL

IF X<Y
(2)
(a)

X-^( )
e

Y*-( )
f

GO TO
(1)
(0)

CLEAR

END

OPERATIONS

V%G X A

Subroutine 1 WAJS CALCULATION
\O H<L test

/

V%IG Y J

[VfSIG~j L-X, f0/fSIGf*Y
L

TO H<L TEST

E -\ 1 £ \ £ I £ ~\7
o/fSIGJ H x» fo/fSIG*Y

TO H<L TEST

fO mr?

fSIG* f
TT -v T Ar O rrH-X, L*Y, %IQ-Z

T „ H Y fo 7
' Jl"^i j P ~^£j

f SIG
^-~*-X, L*Y, H*Z

Read results
H-»X, L*-Y

IF H IS NEC, L IS POS.
TO 1ST INT. GO TO 1ST FLIPPER
FLIP.

FLIPPING
RESTORER.

TO COUNTER

TERMINATION ROUTINE.
FORCES AN ILLEGAL -=- 0.
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SUBROUTINES

#

33

4

5

6
7
8
9
a

33

3a

STEP

e

X

f

+
t
1

X^Y

f

X

e
+
t
1
+

CONT

OPERATIONS

HIGH SIDE fn H+L fu/fL

DIFF MIX r -, TT
AL 1-rl

L ~^F -P / •¥ "\7"
^^-*V • X / IT ""̂ ^ JL

UL J j

T f /f -»V^ V1L*Y

H-X

NUM-»Y, H-»X
NUM-^Z, H-»X, Y
1-*X
H-*X, 1-*Y
1-H*Y, H*X, NUM*Z

LOW SIDE fo L+Hfu/fH
DIFF MIX fR 1+L

H-X, fu/fH-Y

H fu/fH-*Y, H-*X

L-»X

NUM-»Y, L-*X
NUM-»Z, L-*X, Y
1-*X
1 + L-Y, 1-̂ X, NUM-»Z
CONTINUE

#

33

33

STEP

e

X

f

-
t
1

XCY

f

X

e
_

t
1

X^Y

OPERATIONS

HIGH SIDE £Q H-L fu/fL

SUM MIX fL R_1

LH-X, f^/f^ Y
T f /f -*V T -*-lf
^ V XL Y f L

H-X, L fu/fL-Y

-NUM-^Y, H-^X
-NUM-»Z, H-*X,- Y
1-*X, H-»Y, -NUM-»Z
H-»X, 1-»Y, -NUM-»Z
1-H-^Y, -NUM-«>Z

LOW SIDE fo L"Hfu/fH
SUM MIX fR L-l

H~^Cj I../ITT— *Y

H -P /f _».V tT—kY11' H ' ri~*-A

L— *X, H I.J/ITT~*Y

-NUM-^Y, L-*X
-NUM-»Z, L-^X, Y
1-X, L-*Y
1->X, 1~»Y
1-L->Y, -NUM-*Z
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